
The news stories in the last couple of days seem to sum up the whole idea behind the Ash for Trash deal. It's garbage alright. 
  
It really is about trash. But I'm referring to a different kind of trash. The kind of trash I'm referring to is dirty politics, Covanta's profit 
(OCRRA is so well run by its Executive Director, that it never makes ANY profits), the continued misguided and irresponsible planning 
by the OCRAA board (some who are also elected officials), and the biggest driver of them all;  the financial gain of several. What has 
happened here in Syracuse in the last couple of days is probably dirtier than the trash that gets burned in this monster we have on 
Rock Cut Road.  
 
There has also been a dirty deal with Cortland County as well. The filthy and toxic ash has nothing on the abuse, by OCRRA, Covanta 
and our County Executive, of this poor rural county who is behind in its recycling and having some financial woes. So, the devils at 
OCRRA, Covanta and Onondaga County have taken these poor folks hostage for money. They don't even know what has hit them yet. 
But Covanta and OCRRA do. And Cortland County will...in time. 
  
The clandestine signing of a contract way back in November 2014 (before anyone really knew what was going on) between OCRRA 
and Covanta drives the whole sludge machine. And our dear purveyor of dirt, Mahoney, at the risk of her constituents, dumped the last 
pile of rubble on the grave that has been dug for Onondaga County by supporting this world class deal with open arms. 
Not even a majority "nay" vote by the Syracuse Common Council against renewing a 20 year contract with OCRRA could stop the 
stench of this deal from wafting in and out of every meeting in Syracuse on March 2. How surprised and maybe a little worried those 
who profit became. And those who profit from their dirty deals quickly made their presence known and influenced their "stink" into what 
is the biggest clown car ride I've seen in a long time. The call to take another vote on an item that was passed by quorum at a Common 
Council meeting is a very "transparent" sham. It reeks of dirty politics and financial gain fueled by OCRRA. I can just hear the scramble. 
"We may lose some trash and have to pay a penalty to Covanta! This is going to make us look bad and lose money.” 
  
And unfortunately, Legislators are left to try and make sense of the swirling dust storm. And what a storm it is. More dirty deals with the 
engineering firm handling the State Environmental Quality Review process, a misguided EIS process, the disallowance by some 
Legislators of resolutions that might protect people's health and environment...Oh, wait I forgot...the environment and health issues are 
of NO concern here. There are no impacts. Our new County Health Director Dr. Indu Gupta, "the gold standard", says so. You made it 
all clear today when you made your decision on the FEIS (Final Environmental Impact Statement). You are just going through a 
process that ties right back to November 2014 when three devils signed you all into their dirty deal. You had to approve it. Covanta’s 
time is running out. We get it folks. 
  
Well, now you're in it. Covanta is in it. OCRRA is in it. Dear Joanne is in it. Dr. Gupta is in it. And now, unfortunately, we are in it. Up to 
our eyes in it. I don't have to define what "it" is. 
  
I'm sure that a new Health Risk Assessment (one has not been done since 1988) that your constituents in Onondaga County have 
been demanding will be the next order of the day. Another dirty tactic will be Covanta offering to finance the assessment (OCRRA won't 
because they can't seem to figure out a budget...blame it on recycling and the recession) with all of the money they'll be collecting from 
us for the next 20 years. (More than $ 280,000,000) No doubt it'll be a stellar report. No impacts. It’ll be their dirty giveback. 
  
The dirtiest part of this whole deal is that the protection of our health, finances and environment is being taken away from us by those 
devils. The importation law is the only hope left. Do you realize this Legislators? Do you fully understand the door that has been (or will 
be) opened when you change this trash importation law? Even if the Legislature majority votes "nay" to the importation law, a special 
meeting will most likely take place after the vote, probably ordered by OCRRA, Covanta and Joanne, to sway some people, slap some 
on the hands, and take a revote to "yay". 
  
I'm so glad you've "reviewed all the facts and have taken everything into consideration" before you make your vote. That is the 
response I received from several County Legislators when I queried them about their stance on the Ash for Trash deal. The way I see it, 
there's nothing left for you to consider. There never has been since November 2014. Why put us all through it? Let the dirt fly while it's 
swirling. We get the connections. 
  
Hopefully, during our next election process, we can begin to clean up the mess that exists in our County and in our City. All Legislators 
and the County Executive are up for re-election in 2015.  
  
I hope you are satisfied and contented with your decisions. Onondaga County residents should not be. It’s not too late to do the right 
thing - you can’t throw some people under the bus while you are paying host fees to the other. It’s never too late.  Although in this case, 
I think it might be…Today’s news…$ 50 million for the fairgrounds (how much trash is that going to generate?) but no money available 
to protect health.  
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